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RESUMEN

SI" da, I"n forma cerrada, urJa fórmula general para los cQ('ficiI"TJ/l"s de 3nj

para R
3
, cunsiderándolos como g{'neralizaciOtles dI"/ cQ('ficientl" dI" Racah. 1.a

fórmula es aplicable a una definición dl"l coeficiente dI" 3nj que incluye como ca-

sos par/icularl"s las formas usuales de cOI"/icien/es d{' 9j Y dI" 12j. SI" discuten

algunas propiedades del cQ('/icil"ntl" de 3nj.

ABSTRACT

A general /ormula is giv£'tJ il1 closed /orm lar thl" 3nj coe//icien/s o/ R
3

•

considoed as generalisa/ions o/ /hl" Racah coe//icient. l'he formula appli{'s /0 a

typ{' o/ 3nj c(){'//icil"rJt fLIhich inc!udl"s the s/arJdard forms o/ 9j and 12j coefficil"n/s.

Some propertil"s o/ /he 3nj coe/ficil"nt are discussed •

•Work supported by the Comisión Nocional de Energía Nuclear; México.
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I. INTRODUCT ION

Recently, considerable effort has been devoted TO the investigation of

nuclear structl)re thro,.¡gh the tec¡'nique of obtoíning successive rnoments of the

lnteraet!on Hamiltonlon (Fren:h 1967); in devl'!oping the matrix elements of pt"WP-'"<

of the Coulomb interactíon in arder to study isospin mixing (Flores ond Mello, tO

be published), 12; cocHiC'ients ';]poeored fo~ the squore, ond hígher mornents •...i

re-::¡uire coefficients with lj ond more ;'s. Thls led the authors to search fer e

general express ion. Such ('l formul~ fOl" the 311; coefficient seems te Ílove beef"

ohtc ined (Sharp 1956), but we hove not been able to trace it in the Iiteroture

Since these coefficients cleorly hove e number of otner applications, i1 oppeore:.

useful to pliblish the general express ion ter thern, together witn on eXQct d£"~

scription of the recoupling scherne i~corresponds too This 1s done in sectior, tI

cf this papero Sectian 111discusses sorne praperties ot the 3nj coefficient. ,r

se~tian IV Sorne particular coses ore presented that either give rise to IJsefu! s 'IT

rules er Oecouse they ore requireo fo' work ot present being corried out.

11. THE GENERAL 3nj CCEFFICIENT

The s¡mplest COSe of interest of a 3nj coefficient occurs for T1 = 2, os the

overlap between two wove functions deterrnined by three angular momento couple¿

in two different woys. It is the well-knCM'n Rocoh coefficient (Rocoh 1942,1943),

defined os follows:

(1)

IN, ~re [o} == 20 -¡- l. The two couplings ore made cxplicit in the diogrornme of

¡-:9. l. In this ond the diograrnmes thot foll~w, the right-hand side shows the

coupling scheme far the ket, and the left-hond side thot for the bro; the vertical

line in the centte represents the total angular momentum J; the outer sides af the
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polygon stand for the funda mento I momento anq are therefore repeated on eoch s ide,

t.hough in a different arder; the interior lines are the momenta which occur as inter-

mediate steps in the coupling. The order of the coupling is given by considering

alllines as vectors which are always taken to be pointing upwards rather than

down+ •

When the number of fundamental angular momento is four, we have the case

rI = 3, i.e. the 9j coefficient. The cOlJpling scheme employed by Wigner (1951)

'Jnd Jahn and Hope (1954) is shown in Fig_ 2 and corresponds to the definition

i, il j 21

i. i, j43

j24 j13 J

<(j,i.) i",(jl i,) i13;) ¡(j,i,) i21;(j. i,) i.,;»

([ i21] [i., ] [i" ] [i13] )\;

(2)

In Figs. 1 and 2, the coupling of the bra is simply o reflection of that for

the ket in the vertical line associated with J. For three fundamento I angular

~omento all other possible diogrommes reduce ta that of Fig. 1 by a trivial re.

noming of the angular momento; however, this is not so fer Fig. 2, nar for n > 3.

In this p:Jper we shall onJy cans ider the "symmetric" cose, where the difference

between bra and ket consists only in the ordering of the fundamental angular

momento.

The restriction to the .symmetric" COse does not eliminate completely the

multipiicity of possible diagrammes; thus fer '1 = 3, another symmetric diagramme

is shown in Fig. 3, which will not reduce to that of Fig. 2. It is trivial to show

that, whatever the type of diagramme, there ore exactly rI - 1 intermediate angular

momento on each s ide; they may not intersect, of course, s ince this would imply

that one and the same angular mamentum is coupled twice, in twodifferent trionQ1es.

Since the number of fundamental angular momento, excluding J, is 11 + 1, the total

In th •• diogromm ••s, Ihis eould b•• indieot •••d by oTrowheods on 011 th •• lines; bul sine •• th ••y

would 011 poi nI th •• sorne wOy, they hove been omilled for simplicity.
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,number of angular momento ¡nvolved in the (311i] coefficient is

2 (" - 1) + (" + 1) + 1 3".

To eliminate the remoming multiplicity among (3ui] diogra •.•..mes, we shall

odhere to the following rule: Al! interior lines of the ket shall gv through the

SOme vertex of the outer polygon; the fundamento I angular momento are numbered

downwords from this vertex, up to h (k = 1,""", '1), continuing clockwise with

ik + 1 from the upper end of J o Thus there ore k - 1 interior lines from the chosen

vertex downwards, labelled successively '2' 'J'"'"' 'k; and 11- k interior lines

upwards, labelled 'k+I'"""' 'n0 The bro has the reflected configurationond the

value of k is thus the same; the numbering of the fundamental angular momento is

the SOme except that i ond i " (which od¡oin the chosen vertex) are inter-
1 " .•. 1

changed and the interior momento ore labelled Li ° It should be noted thot k = O

or k = 11 + 1 give no new cases, since they only differ by a phase factor from

k = 1 and k = u, respectively. The k-dependence is further discussed in section

11I.

This rule reproduces the coupling schemes norma Ily used for 11 = 2,3 and 4

(Jahn 1954, Ord.Smith 1954), if the resulting diogrornme is interpreted os follows:

in the ket, i and i ore coupled (in that order) to' 'i and , ore coupled to I '
2 1 2') 2 J'

and so on, upto Iko Then i"+1 ond i"ore coupled to In; '"and i".1 ore coupled

to '".1; and so on, up to Ik +1' Finolly, 'k and 'k +1 ore coupled to J. The rule
for the bro is Ona logous.

Denating the bra and ket so obtained by <}',/" J I cnd I}','" J> the
1 '1' 1 l' I

general [3ni] coefficient is tt.en defined by the corresponding diagramme os

<ii J.i; J !ii ',.; j>[3"iJ
n ",

(3)

It should be noted that for ,,= 2 I Eqo (3) defines the Rocah coefficient and not the
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usual 6; symbol¡ for n = 3 or 4, the 9j and 12j' coefficients ore obtoined in their

9'tOndord forms.

The general expression for the 3nj coefficient moy now be obtained

straightforword Iy by writing out explicitly the coupling of bro ond ke.t in (3) in

terms of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. Applying the well-known result*

:l < j j m m lj - m ><1 1 m' m' 1; m > =
m 1212-'.1 1212-'-',

1 + 1 + m + m'
"" (-) J J 1 1(2j +l)<j 1 m m' l' -m')

1 m' J 1 2 1 2 -' 3, ,

<1 i m'm 11 m'>{'
1

'

2

"}121233

1 1 1
1 2 ,

and the orthonormolity of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, one obtoins

(4)

[3"i] = q, {I';(-) [x] L

2

where

" + I "

i" jn + 1 }x L"
(5)

(6)

It may be useful to note that in giving this result as their eq. (15.14), de-Shalit and Talm¡

(1963) omit the factor (21
3

+ 1).
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writing R for the sum of 011 angular momento involved in the [3n;] coefficient.

The Sum over x in (5) is over 011 volues compatible with the triangie conditions of

the 6; symbols (not Racah coefficients).

IlI. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE [3niJ COEFFICIENT

Since there is no generally accepted notation for the [3nj] coefficient, we

will use the obvious extension to the general case of the Méibius.strip nototion

introduced by Ord.Smith (1954). The 37J angular momento involved in the coef-

ficient are written on three lines with alternating spacing, ond the ends are con-

sidered to be joined aher a turn through 1800 to form a Mobius-striP. Corre.

sponding to the diagramme of Fig. 4, the coefficient (S) then becomes

[ "
i,

In + 1

1, 1, .•. lk

;3'" h
1.
2

L
3
,,,Lk

'k+' .•. In ]

J h +1 ", ;n

Lk+1 '" Ln

One of the advantages of this notation is that it displays cleorly which

orouDS of angular momento must obey the triongle condition

la-bj"c"a+b. (8)

¡f the coefficient is to differ from O: they form triangles with their vertices on the

centralline. There ore two triongles not immediately obvious in (7),(in;n;n +1)

and (L ; ,. J, which are obtoined at once by con.;;idering the closed Méibius strip.n n ,

Another advantoge of the nototion (7) IS that it ollows to write the general

e",¡)ression (5) in a very compact woy: Colling the elements in the three lines of

ti e MO'bius strip a¡, f3¡, Y¡ , respectively, with i = 1,., " n, and defining

an+1::: Yl, Yn+: = al (which corresponds toclosing upthe Mobius strip)", the
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ex~ession (5) may be rewritten

~ (-) <P (x] ñ
x i == 1

a,
• +1 }

Yi

(9)

In this new notation, it is trivial to show that the Mobius strip re¡:resenting

the [3nj] coefficient moy be opened up anywhere, without any change in value.

Furthermore, the Mobius strip moy be read either from leh to right or from right to

leh. These two operations generate 4n symmetry operations with respect to which

the coefficient is invariante

It should be noted that (9) is invariant under a change in the volue of k in

the range 1 to n, in the Sense that the formal express ion does not change; the

interpretation of the angular momento in (9), however, does change, as will be

seen by com¡:x:Jrison with (5).

Two interesting relations are obtained by putting some angular momentum

equol to zero. If the zero is chosen on the middle row of the Mobius strip, soy

13m, then only a single 6j symbol in the expcnsion (9) is affected:

o a. +"" +xJ-) m, 'm

([amJ(ym])"
s S

am am + 1 Ym'Ym +1

(la)

This yields at once a reduction tothe [3(n-l)j] coefficient:

[ :: .........• ". a.., .•• a•• ~-l(la./[y.))',[::
a a a 1• ••• + 2 •••

"/3
1

••• O /3", + I f31 ••• 13•••• 1 P", + 1 ~"J... y •••
y.

'Y••• +2 ••• Y•• 'Y. y •••+2 ••• Y"

(11 )
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If on the other hond, the zero is on the first or third row, two 6j symbals naw

canta in a zeroand the sum over x disappears, due to (10). We then hove. taking

Qm to be zero,

[::
.,. f3m-, O 13m an

113, ••. 13m• 1 Pm 13m -+ 1 f3n
... Ym•1 Ym Ym +1 ••• Yn J

} ...

(12)

Speeiol coses 01 (11) ond (12) ore well knawn (e.9. John 1954). When

'J = 2 or 3, the results (11) ond (12) coincide ofter Some reorrangement. For

n = 4, the Biedenhorn.Elliott identity (see e.g. De Sholit eq. 15.32) is obtoined

from o similor argumento

IV. SOME PARTICULAR CASES

For the cose n = 1, we hove from (9)

(13)
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The corresponding coupling diogromme, Fig. 5, yields the motrix element

j+j.¡
<(j, j,,) J I (j, j,) J > = (-)' , ti(j, j, n.

where 6 = lorO occording os the triongle condition between its orguments is

sotisfied or noto Hence we obtoln the sum rule (de.Sholit 1963, eq. (15.17))

{

j,

:£ [ ]
x x ,

1I

J I,} =

XI,

2(j + j )
(-) , 'ti(j j J)I , (14)

For n = 2, Eqs. (1) and (5) give (se e Fig.l)

•. (j, j21 j" j, ; j, j)
j +,' +,' +,' +,' +J+x~ (_) 1 2 ., 21 23

x

{

j, j,

[x] ,

. '23 x

(15)

which correspands la Eq. (15.11) al de-Shalit (1963).

The 9; coefficient, with the coupling of Fig. 2, is seen ta be

R + 2:<:
:£ (-)
x

{
JI 1, 121} {j21

[, ]

'24 "'4 '13

(16 )
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which, with en interchange of columns In the 9j symhol, coincides with e result

given by Jahn (1954).

For the seke of completeness, we give the formuloe !ar n = .:1ond '1:::; 5,

which ore occosionolly used in work ot present being corried on.

[

1,

i,
Is

1,

i,
1,

J i,J =
l.,

(1 7)

1,

/s J
l., i, l., J l., i, L

s
is

1,

[
i.,

i,
16

(18)

Eq. (17) is a ,es ult given by O,d.Smith (1954). Eq. (18) has not, to ou,

knowledge, been given previously.

T o obto in numer;co I va lues needed in epplicotions, the genero 1exp-ess ion

in the form (9) is eos ily progrommoble, if e suitable routine for the evo luotion of

6j symb.ols is ovailable. This has been done in FORTRAN by one of the authors

(TAB) ond is ovoiloble from him.
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